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Telecom Sector Reforms 

 

 

Why in news? 

The Cabinet has approved a set of structural and 
procedural measures to address the issues faced by the 
telecom sector. 

 Financial condition of the telecoms sector 

 In 1999, the government decided to shift from a fixed 
to a revenue-sharing model for the telecom sector. 

 Telecom players would pay a certain percentage of 
their Adjusted Gross Revenue (AGR), earned from 
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telecom and non-telecom revenues, as licence and 
spectrum fee. 

 In 2003, the Department of Telecom (DoT) raised the 
demand for AGR payments altering the calculation of 
AGR. 

 The telcoms approached the Telecom Disputes 
Settlement Appellate Tribunal (TDSAT) in 2006 
which rejected the government’s contention. 

 The Centre moved the Supreme Court where the court 
held that DoT’s definition of AGR was the correct one, 
and that the telcoms must pay the AGR, interest and 
penalty on non-payment. 

 The judgment came when the telecom sector was 
reeling under stress due to intense competition from 
Reliance Jio Infocomm. 

Spectrum Related Reforms:  

 

 Spectrum auctions will be normally held in the 
last quarter of every financial year (fixed calendar). 
 

o The future spectrum auctions will be done for 
a period of 30 years instead of the 
current 20 years. 

o A telco will be allowed to surrender its spectrum 
after completing a 10-year lock-in period from 
the date of purchase. 

o Spectrum sharing is being encouraged and the 
additional SUC (Spectrum Usage Charges) 
of 0.5% for spectrum sharing is removed. 
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o Spectrum relates to the radio frequencies 
allocated to the mobile industry and other 
sectors for communication over the airwaves. 

 

Structural Reforms 

 A four-year moratorium on payment of dues on 
adjusted gross revenue (AGR) and on payment of 
spectrum purchased in past auctions, barring the 
2021 auction 

 Option to telecoms to pay the interest amount arising 
due to the deferment of payment by way of equity. 

 Rationalization of Adjusted Gross Revenue (AGR) - 
Non-telecom revenue will be excluded from the 
definition of AGR. 

 Rationalization of Bank Guarantees (BG) - Huge 
reduction in BG requirements (80%) against License 
Fee and other similar Levies. 

 Rationalization of interest rates and removal of 
penalties. 

 Tenure of spectrum has been increased from 20 to 30 
years. 

 100% Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) under 
automatic route permitted in Telecom Sector 

 No Spectrum Usage Charge for spectrum 
acquired in future spectrum auctions 
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Procedural Reforms 

 Auction calendar fixed - Spectrum auctions to be 
normally held in the last quarter of every financial 
year. 

 Cumbersome requirement of licenses were replaced 
with self-declaration 

 Paper Customer Acquisition Forms will be replaced by 
digital storage of data 

 Know Your Customers (KYC) reforms such as 
permission of Self-KYC (App based) 

Impact on telecoms 

 It will provide relief by easing liquidity and cash flow. 
 The four year moratorium will provide short-term 

relief to debt-laden Vodafone Idea and Bharti Airtel. 
 Streamlining of auction calendar and removal of 

spectrum usage charges might bring down the dues 
outgo and help telcoms plan their auction purchase. 

 Ease of doing business promoted by removing the 
requirement of licenses. 

 100% FDI under automatic route will promote 
investments. 

Impact on Government 

 It will face some revenue loss in the next four financial 
years because of the moratorium. 

 Receipts from spectrum usage charges, licence fee 
levies and other levies will have to be forgone for the 
next 4 years. 
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 Option of converting the due into equity will be a 
challenge for the government to sell the stake later if 
market conditions do not improve. 

 

 Significance of these Reforms: 
 

o Reviving Competition: Four years’ Moratorium 
would encourage companies to invest in customer 
service and new technology. 

o Promoting Ease of Doing Business: The 
allowance of 100% FDI in the sector (through the 
automatic route) came shortly after the government 
decided to scrap a controversial retrospective 
tax. 
 

 Together, these signal the return to an investor-
friendly climate. 

o Promoting Digital India: The telecom sector is 
one of the prime movers of the economy and the 
measures announced by the government would 
enable the industry to achieve the goals of Digital 
India. 

o Further Technological Advancement: Together, 
these measures would pave the way for large scale 
investments into the sector, including for 5G 
technology deployment, and generate more jobs. 

 

What more steps can the govt take? 
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 Lower the burden: The government should lower 

the burden on telcos by reducing taxes and 
regulatory levies. Presently, Indian telcos pay over 
25% (including GST, licence fees, etc.) of their gross 
revenue as tax, compared to less than 10% in other 
countries. 

 Pricing of 5G: Past two auction rounds for 5G have 
received no bids from the industry. Govt needs to 
rethink its pricing policy and rationalise it suitably. 

 Floor tariff: Govt can also look at setting a floor 
tariff price so that no operator is able to indulge in 
predatory pricing. This will enhance the revenues for 
telcos, which they can then invest in network 
upgradation and management. 

 Govt should push towards a sustainable tariff 
regime to ensure the industry gets a fair return. This 
in turn will allow it to continue investing in new 
technologies and innovation to bring world-class 
services to customers. 

 

  

Source: The Indian Express, PIB 
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Strengthening the Potential of India 

scheme 

GS Paper - 2 Government Policies & Interventions , GS 
Paper - 3 Growth & Development Employment 

Why in News 

Recently, the Khadi and Village Industries 
Commission (KVIC) launched the SPIN 
(Strengthening the Potential of India) scheme to 
make potters self-sustainable. 

What is KVIC 

A statutory body established under the Khadi and 
Village Industries Commission Act, 1956. It functions 
under the Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium 
Enterprises. In 2017-18, it launched the Honey 
Mission programme. Recently, it launched a project 
named Bamboo Oasis on Lands in Drought 
(BOLD) from the village NichlaMandwa in Udaipur, 
Rajasthan. 

 

Define SPIN scheme 

 

 Under SPIN, KVIC will facilitate potters to get 
easy loans from banks that will help the potters to 
diversify their activities and enhance their income. 
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 It is aimed at sustainable development by 
creating local self-employment which is aligned 
with the Prime Minister’s commitment of “Job to 
Every Hand” (Har Hath Me Kaam). 

 It will reduce their dependence on government 
subsidy and thus make potters self-reliant. 

 

Significance Features: 
 

 It is a no-subsidy program. 

 KVIC facilitates potters to get bank loans 
under Pradhan Mantri Shishu Mudra Yojana. 

 No financial burden on the exchequer. 

 Beneficiaries can repay the loans in easy 
installments. 

 

Source:PIB 
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The World Bank  discontinue the 

practice of issuing ‘Doing Business 

report’ 
  

GS Paper - 2 -Important International Institutions , International Treaties 
& Agreements 

Why in News 

The World Bank would discontinue the practice of 
issuing ‘Doing Business report’ following an investigation 
reported “data irregularities” in its 2018 and 2020 editions 
(released in 2017 and 2019, respectively) and possible 
“ethical matters” involving bank staff. 

Details about Ease of Doing Business Report: 
 

o The report was introduced in 2003 to provide 
an assessment of objective measures of 
business regulations and their 
enforcement across 190 economies on ten 
parameters affecting a business through its life cycle. 

o 10 different parameters namely, Starting a 
Business, Dealing with Construction permits, 
Electricity availability, Property registration, Credit 
availability, Protecting minority Investors, Paying 
Taxes, Trading across borders, Contracts 
enforcement, and Resolving Insolvency. 

o It ranks countries on the basis of Distance to 
Frontier (DTF) score that highlights the gap of an 
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economy with respect to the global best practice. 
 

 For example, a score of 75 means an economy 
was 25 percentage points away from the 
frontier constructed from the best performances 
across all economies and across time. 

 

India’s Performance till now 
 

o Notably, in three reports, released in 2017, 2018 
and 2019, India ranked among the top 10 
economies showing “the most notable 
improvement”. 
 

 Of the 79 positions in the Bank’s Doing 
Business rankings that India gained 
between 2014 and 2019, 67 rank 
improvements happened 2017 onwards, 
with the biggest 30-rank jump happening 
in the Doing Business 2018 report, 
released in October 2017. 

o The latest report, published in October 
2019, placed India at 63rd in Doing Business, 
compared with 77th in 2018 and 100 in 2017. 
 

 India, along with other top improvers, had 
implemented 59 regulatory reforms in 
2018-19, accounting for a fifth of all 
reforms recorded worldwide. 
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 During 2018-19, India had implemented 
reforms across parameters such as 
‘starting a business’, ‘dealing with 
construction permits’, ‘trading across 
borders’, and ‘resolving insolvency’. The 
government’s goal was to be among the 
top 50 economies by 2020. 

o The scores for India used to be based on 
coverage of just two cities, with Mumbai 
carrying a weight of 47% and Delhi a weight of 
53%. 

 

Data about World Bank 

o It was created in 1944, as the International Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development 
(IBRD) along with the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF). The IBRD later became the World 
Bank. 

o The World Bank Group is a unique global 
partnership of five institutions working for 
sustainable solutions that reduce poverty and build 
shared prosperity in developing countries. 

1)Members countries 
 

o It has 189 member countries. 

o India is also a member country. 

2)Main  reports: 
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o Ease of Doing Business. 

o Human Capital Index. 

o World Development Report. 

 

World bank have  Five development 
institutions: 
 

o International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (IBRD): provides loans, credits, and 
grants. 

o International Development Association 
(IDA): provides low- or no-interest loans to low-
income countries. 

o International Finance Corporation 
(IFC): provides investment, advice, and asset 
management to companies and governments. 

o Multilateral Guarantee Agency 
(MIGA): insures lenders and investors against 
political risk such as war. 

o International Centre for the Settlement of 
Investment Disputes (ICSID): settles 
investment-disputes between investors and 
countries. 
 

 India is not a member of this. 

 

Source: The Hindu 
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Shanghai Cooperation Organisation 
(SCO) 

 
GS Paper - 2 -India and its Neighbourhood , Groupings & Agreements 

Involving India and/or Affecting India's Interests 

 

Why in News 

The 21st Summit of the Shanghai Cooperation 
Organisation (SCO) Council of Heads of State was held 
recently via video Conferencing in Dushanbe, 
Tajikistan. 

 At the meet the focus was primarily on 
the ground situation in Afghanistan and its 
global repercussions. 

 Iran has been accepted as the ninth full member of 
the organisation. 
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India’s Stand in SCO 
 

o It took a strong stance 
against radicalisation and extremism, urging 
the panel to come up with a joint approach and 
frame a code of conduct to stop terror financing 
and cross-border terrorism. 
 

 It also stressed upon the importance of 
moderate Islam in Central Asia. 

o Flagged concerns over the serious 
humanitarian crisis unfolding in Afghanistan, 
noting that the economic woes of the Afghan people 
are increasing due to the blockage in financial 
and trade flows. 

o Pointed out that the developments in the country 
could lead to an uncontrolled flow of drugs, 
illegal weapons and human trafficking. 

o It is committed to increasing its connectivity 
with Central Asia. Asserting that there should 
be respect for the territorial integrity of all 
countries. 

 

Details about Shanghai Cooperation 
Organisation: 
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 It is a permanent intergovernmental 
international organisation. It was created in 
2001. 

 The SCO Charter was signed in 
2002, and entered into force in 2003. 

 It’s a Eurasian political, economic and 
military organisation aiming to maintain 
peace, security and stability in the region. 

 It is seen as a counterweight to North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO), It is a nine-
member economic and security bloc and has 
emerged as one of the largest transregional 
international organisations. 
 

 SCO Secretariat in Beijing 

 Executive Committee of the Regional Anti-
Terrorist Structure (RATS) in Tashkent. 

 It is by rotation for a year by Member States. 

 What are Official Languages use in SCO 
 

 Russian and Chinese. 

 

 Background 
 

 Prior to the creation of SCO in 
2001, Kazakhstan, China, Kyrgyzstan, 
Russia and Tajikistan were members of the 
Shanghai Five. 
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 Shanghai Five (1996) emerged from a series of 
border demarcation and demilitarization talks 
which the four former Soviet republics held with 
China to ensure stability along the borders. 

 Following the accession of Uzbekistan to the 
organisation in 2001, the Shanghai Five was 
renamed the SCO. 

 India and Pakistan became members in 2017. 
Iran is the ninth and the newest member of 
SCO. 
 

 India was made an observer at the SCO in 
2005 and has generally participated in the 
ministerial-level meetings of the grouping 
which focus mainly on security and economic 
cooperation in the Eurasian region. 

 

Source: IE 
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 Archaeological Survey of India 
(ASI) discovered remains of an 

ancient Gupta period  temple in UP 
GS Paper - 1 -Indian Architecture , Important Personalities , Ancient 

Indian History 

 

 
Why in News 

Recently, the Archaeological Survey of India 
(ASI) discovered remains of an ancient temple dating 
back to the Gupta period (5th century) in Bilsarh 
village in Uttar Pradesh’s Etah district.The Bilsarh site 
was declared ‘protected’ in 1928 by the ASI. 
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Major findings 

1)Two pillars were excavated on which there is an 
inscription about Kumaragupta I, the powerful 
ruler of Gupta dynasty, in ‘sankh lipi’ (conch script 
or shell script) typical of the 5th century AD. 
 

         2)The Guptas were the first to build 
structural temples, distinctly different from the 
ancient rock-cut temples. 

3)The inscription was deciphered as 
Mahendraditya which was the title of king 
Kumargupta I who had even 
conducted ashwamedh yagya during his rule. 
 

 The statue of a horse having similar 
inscription is at the state museum in Lucknow. 

 Ashvamedha Yagya is a horse sacrifice ritual 
followed by the Srauta tradition of Vedic religion. 

o The discovery becomes significant since only two 
other structural temples from the Gupta age have 
been found so far — Dashavatara Temple 
(Deogarh) and Bhitargaon Temple (Kanpur 
Dehat). 
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What is Shankhalipi Script: 
 

o Also called “shell-script” is found in inscriptions 
across north-central India and dates to between 
the 4th and 8th centuries. 
 

 Both Shankhalipi and Brahmi are stylised 
scripts used primarily for names and signatures. 

 The inscriptions consist of a small number of 
characters, suggesting that the shell inscriptions 
are names or auspicious symbols or a 
combination of the two. 

o It was discovered in 1836 on a brass trident in 
Uttarakhand’s Barahat by English scholar James 
Prinsep. 

o Prominent sites with shell 
inscriptions: Mundeshwari Temple (Bihar), 
the Udayagiri Caves (Madhya Pradesh), Mansar 
(Maharashtra) and some of the cave sites of Gujarat 
and Maharashtra. 
 

 These inscriptions are also reported in 
Indonesia’s Java and Borneo. 

 

About Kumaragupta-I: 
 

o He was the Successor of Chandragupta-II and 
had a long reign from 414 to 455 A.D. 
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o He performed the Asvamedha Yajna which was 
confirmed by Asvamedha coins. The discovery 
of his 1395 coins confirms his extension 
towards the South. 

o His period is also regarded as forming part of the 
Golden Age of the Guptas. 

o Towards the middle of the fifth century A.D. The 
reign of the Kumaragupta-I was disturbed by the 
revolt of Pushyamitra tribe and the invasion of 
the Hunas. 
 

 His greatest achievement was his repulsing the 
attack of the Pushyamitra. 

o After the death of Kumaragupta-I Skandagupta 
succeeded in 455 A.D. and reigned from 455 to 
467 A.D. 

 

Details about Gupta Empire 

o The Gupta Empire stretched across northern, 
central and parts of southern 
India between 320 and 550 CE. 

o The period is noted for its achievements in the arts, 
architecture, sciences, religion, and 
philosophy. 

o Chandragupta I (320 – 335 CE) started a 
rapid expansion of the Gupta Empire and soon 
established himself as the first sovereign ruler of the 
empire. 
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o It marked the end of 500 hundred years of 
domination of the provincial powers and 
resulting disquiet that began with the fall of the 
Mauryas. 

o It began a period of overall prosperity and growth 
that continued for the next two and half centuries 
which came to be known as a Golden Age in 
India's history. 

o The efficiency of their martial system was well 
known. The large kingdom was divided into 
smaller pradesha (provinces). 

o Gold and silver coins were issued in great 
numbers which is a general indicator of the health of 
the economy. 

o Trade and commerce flourished both within the 
country and outside. Silk, cotton, spices, 
medicine, priceless gemstones, pearl, 
precious metal and steel were exported by sea. 

o They were devout Vaishnava (Hindus who 
worship the Supreme Creator as 
Vishnu) themselves, yet that did not prevent them 
from being tolerant towards the believers 
of Buddhism and Jainism. 

 

Famous Literature: 
 

o Poet and playwright Kalidasa created such epics 
as Abhijnanasakuntalam, Malavikagnimitram, 
Raghuvansha and 
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Kumarsambhaba. Harishena composed Allahabad 

Prasasti, Sudraka wrote Mricchakatika, Vishakha
datta created Mudrarakshasa and Vishnusharma 
penned Panchatantra. 

o Varahamihira wrote Brihatsamhita and also 
contributed to the fields of astronomy and astrology. 
Genius mathematician and 
astronomer Aryabhata wrote Surya Siddhanta 
which covered several aspects of geometry, 
trigonometry and cosmology. Shanku devoted 
himself to creating texts about Geography. 

 

 

 

What kind of Architecture: 
 

o The finest examples of painting, sculpture and 
architecture of the period can be found in Ajanta, 
Ellora, Sarnath, Mathura, Anuradhapura and 
Sigiriya. 

Source: IE 
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